
Used for tracking unique items such as fixed assets, 
IT assets, files, tapes, tools, packages, equipment 
and anything that is unique, has an owner a storage 
location and is likely to move or be issued.Supplied 
either as a web hosted application or as an installable 
application, in either case Generitrack runs in a web 
browser. 

The real benefit of Generitrack is accessibility. Running in a 
web browser makes Generitrack easy to deploy without the 
need to spec pc’s or consider the implications of installing 
yet another application on each user pc.

Generitrack presents the enterprise with the benefits of a 
generic tracking system that can evolve to suit their needs. 
Start with the basic, unique asset tracking system and add 
customer requests/orders and further add cost tracking for 
chargeable items such as file storage rental.

Generitrack is fully configured for running remotely on a 
mobile data collector with either a barcode or RFID reader 
built in. Use of a mobile data collector is seamless, using 
either a local wireless network connection or a GPRS 
connection to a web server. Generitrack mobile data 
collectors are fitted with  both WiFi and GPRS cards allowing 
seamless updating of the host data (note the GPRS card 
excludes the supply of a sim card and data  service)

Generitrack is a full function item tracker which tracks 
unique items such as assets,  IT assets, files, unique stock 
issued to users and similar tasks.

Unique items are tracked with attributes such as unique 
item number, owner, location and movement, History and 
many other features. Generitrack allows a unique item 
to have a child to parent relationship which is particularly 
used in IT asset tracking in which a pc box has a number of 
unique accessories but is equally useable in any situation 
such as file tracking, where a file belongs to a storage box. 
Loan and issuing control allows an item to to booked out 
for a set period of time and tracked if the time is exceeded. 
Full flexible reporting across all attributes allows full data 
management and item traceability.

Being built on a generic platform our product is adaptable 
to almost any unique item tracking task. As an administrator 
and the with the feature implemented, you can set up and 
manage third party users such as customers who need 
to view their unique data, even request an action such as 
deliver file n to location x

Generitrack cost tracking, for example allows a charge 
per file per day, or per file movement. Items delivered by 
Generitrack assisted drivers gives the option to include GPS 
tracking of  vehicle movement.

Generitrack is ideally suited to sharing data with other 
systems either by data export or via web services. For 
example an asset list with age and value at time of creation 
could be shared with an enterprise accounts management 
system.

Generitrack is used by Enterprises with distributed staff and 
offices and SME’s alike because of its unique accessibility 
and easy start up.

Generitrack - Enterprise
A unique item tracking system for Assets tracking and 
Check out/in transactions. 
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WEB HOSTED OpTiOn

1. A web hosted product, fully supported 
on our web servers. Data owned and 
controlled by user. Data is transportable 
by customer via an export from server. 
Cost is based on an initial  set up fee 
with first year hosting/service/support 
contract. Continuation of service is by 
renewable annual hosting/service/support 

contract. Licensing gives an initial 5 users from any 
location which is upgradeable by groups of users. 

 

inTranET inSTaLLaTiOn OpTiOn 

2. An intranet installable application 
using web services and running in 
a web browser. Product owned by 
Customer. Service and support are by 
remote web services purchased as a 
separate annual contract. Cost is based 
on product purchase plus if required a 
remote service support contract and/or 

an installation and training service. Continuation of support 
services is by renewable annual service support contract. 
Licensing gives an initial 5 users from any location which is 
upgradeable by groups of users. 
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